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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1225271A2] The press section to extract water from a wet web (1), of paper or cardboard or tissue, has a press gap formed by two press
rollers. The web is carried through the press gap between two blankets (2,3), and onwards on a path (11) as a sandwich. Both blankets have at least
one belt drive (4) outside the roller press gap. The web press section has an extended roller press gap, in the direction (5) of web travel, preferably
formed by a shoe press (6) and a cylindrical counter roller (7). At least one blanket is air permeable and absorbs water. The belt drive for each
blanket is at blanket deflection rollers (8-10). After the sandwich path (11), the upper blanket (2) is detached from the web, and is preferably moved
by a powered deflection roller. The other blanket (3), with the web on its outer surface, travels around a preferably powered deflection roller which
also applies suction to the permeable and absorbent blanket or it is deflected by a fixed suction unit. The web is detached from the carrier blanket by
a pick-up blanket (12), leaving the carrier blanket to pass around a further deflection roller. The carrier blanket travels at a faster speed after the roller
press gap than when in front of it, up to 4% faster and preferably 0.1-0.3% faster. The draw tension on the web is higher after the roller press gap
than when in front of it, up to 6 KN/m higher and preferably 0.2-1.2 KN/m higher. The belt drives are controlled according to the blanket tension and/
or speed, with a minimizing action related to the loading on the web. The deflection roller which detaches the upper blanket from the web is rotated
at a slower speed than the deflection roller which carries off the carrier blanket.
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